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SAVE THOUSANDS: HOW LIQUOR WASTE IS
DRIVING DOWN YOUR PROFIT

SUMMARY
Have you ever wondered
what your revenue could
look like if you successfully
and significantly reduced
waste? 

 

Have you ever felt
concerned about the bar
tools you use, and have
you ever considered
whether they impact the
efficiency of your business
both in productivity, as
well as economically? 

 

Do you see all the eco bars
springing up in recent
times, and perhaps feel
that it would be nice to
jump on board with this
new trend, even if it is just
a small nod to the cause? 

 

Maybe you’re not convinced
something as small as switching
your bar tools could really make
much difference to your business
revenue stream.  

 

Überbartools™ are so confident
we could make a difference in
bars, restaurants and nightclubs,
by reducing liquor loss and
pouring waste, that we put our
tools to the test. We designed our
innovative and superior products
to make bartenders more efficient
– giving them the ability to pour
better, serve with ease – and to
reduce the spend on throw-away,

generic bar tools. Not only do our
products look great, but they
could make your business more
profitable.

“There is a place for Überbartools in every venue.

The independent results are conclusive, showing
that wastage is reduced between 30 and 40 per
cent, resulting in significant increases in revenue
and profit”  

- Troy Kelly, Barmetrix NSW 
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INTRODUCTION

PUTTING ÜBERBARTOOLS
TO THE TEST

WE’VE SPENT ALL OUR TIME AS A COMPANY MAKING INNOVATION
THE CHAMPION OF OUR BUSINESS

Over a six month period, Überbartools, in conjunction with Barmetrix,

have been putting their equipment to the test at different businesses.  
The experiment took place in a before and after method of comparison.

Over a three month period each venue had their usage without
Überbartools’ products measured. And then in the following three
months, Überbartools equipment was introduced to the business and
the results measured in the same way.  

 

The two venues involved were different types of business, to demonstrate
the expected effect of using Überbartools equipment in different
settings: 
 

1. Small suburban pub with local customer base, owner operated, small
bar team. 

 

2. Multi bar, high turnover nightclub with a young, inexperienced bar
team and high ratio of young, tourist customers in the CBD of Sydney.  

 

In these controlled tests, variance between spirit volume purchased from
wholesaler and spirit volume sold was reduced by between 30 and 40
per cent. 
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IN DETAIL

VENUE ONE RESULTS

Venue one is a small
suburban pub with local
customer base, owner
operated and with a small
team of bar staff.  
 

In this venue in the three
months prior to using
Überbartools, 15 per cent of
spirits purchased were not
being sold. That variance
was calculated to be a value
of $3000 AU.  

 

Following the introduction
of Überbartools that amount
of spirits wasted dropped by
five per cent to ten per cent,
with a value of $2000 AU.  

 

Furthermore, the
investment made in
Überbartools saw a 900 per
cent return on that
investment, and a projected
increase in revenue of
$4000 AU per annum, with
a total reduction of waste of
30 per cent.  
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IN DETAIL

VENUE TWO RESULTS

The second venue was
the larger of the two
venues – with a high
turnover and a
customer base of
tourists and young city
goers.  

 

This venue poured
40,000 shots over a six
month period. This was
calculated to be a
variance of 12 per cent
of wasted spirits with a
value of $35,000 AU.  

 

Following the
introduction of
Überbartools that
wastage reduced to
nearly half at seven per
cent, which was
$18,000 AU in value.  

 

The investment made
in Überbartools saw
over 55 times the
return on investment,
to a value of nearly
$17,000 AU.  
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INNOVATION

HOW DO
ÜBERBARTOOLS
PRODUCTS PRODUCE
THESE RESULTS?

In order to achieve these kind of
results there has to be science
behind the equipment used, and
it is this science and innovation in
the design of Überbartools
products that allow them to
create such a difference in loss of
wastage due to mis-pouring. 

 

Firstly, Überbartools’ pourers have
a unique design which prevents  

them from having an inconsistent
pour speed and from clogging.  

 

Moreover, the design is more
durable – with replaceable corks,

no rusting, and easy disassemble
for cleaning. This means the
pourer has a longer life and is
more efficient as a tool; which
results in less spend on tools, as
well as less wastage of spirits.
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The science behind the
Überbartools jigger is a more
subtle, but the resulting product
design is pioneering. Most, if not
all, jiggers (or spirit measures) are
round in shape – as is the
traditional design.  

But, Überbartools founders
noticed one key fault with this
traditional round design - a
meniscus.   

The meniscus is the slight dome
of liquid that forms at the top of a
round jigger as a result of physics,

and it is the cause of 3-5ml
overpour each and every time a
round jigger is used.This is a small
measure on its own, but the
volume soon adds up. However,
the solution to the problem is
simple - if a jigger loses the round
shape, then it loses the meniscus. 
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Überbartools jiggers use a trilobal design, so they do not create a meniscus,

thereby eliminating the overpour issue.  

 

Altogether, the unique design of Überbartools jiggers allows for a
considerable reduction in overpoured liquor. As such there is an inevitable
decrease in wasted spirits. Furthermore, the jiggers have a better
ergonomical design for pouring with, have better durability and can
improve efficiencies for the bartender.  
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CONCLUSION

WHAT THE RESULTS
MEAN FOR
PROFITABILITY

$300
INITIAL OUTLAY

40%
REDUCTION IN

OVERPOUR AND

WASTAGE

$68K
IADDITIONAL

REVENUE IN ONE

YEAR

Überbartools have created unique,

scientific, designs that deliver better
control of spirit serve. By switching to
Überbartools the experiment
undertaken has proven that revenues
on spirits increase between six to seven
per cent as a result of efficiencies
increased and wastage decreased. 

 

An independently run controlled test
measuring three months pre and three
months post and taking into account
any additional variables has found that
by switching to Überbartools across all
bars, an initial outlay of $300 AU, a
busy city centre nightclub was able to
reduce overpour and wastage by 40
per cent, resulting in an additional
$68,000 AU of revenue across the year. 
   

This provides clear evidence that using
Überbartools products within your
business can not only reduce waste
and increase your efficiencies, but it
can also make an increment on your
profits.  
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With thanks to Barmetrix for their assistance in this
study: 

Barmetrix NSW 

PO Box 320 

Annandale, NSW 2038 

Tel: 02 9569 9992 

troy.kelly@barmetrix.com 

 

Überbartools™ Global Headquarters: 

Synergy Merchandising Pty.Ltd. 

ABN 76 095 230 112 

Unit 12U No.175 Gibbes Street 
Chatswood NSW, AUSTRALIA 2067 

Tel: +61 29417 6977 

Fax: +61 29417 6155 

 

Email: sales@uberbartools.com 

Web | www.uberbartools.com 

 

Products depicted in this whitepaper are 

protected by intellectual property rights 

including patents, design registrations 

and copyrights. Überbartools™ will take 

vigorous action against counterfeiters 

and infringers. 

 

© Überbartools™ 2018.
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